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 Dramaturgical Setting, Representation of Characters 
and the Mythological Basis in Giacinto Andrea 
Cicognini’s and Francesco Cavalli’s Giasone

HENDRIK SCHULZE

Giacinto Andrea Cicognini’s and Francesco Cavalli’s Giasone was prob-
ably the most successful opera of the seventeenth century. We know of 
at least twenty-two different productions throughout Italy following its 
première in 1649, and some took place even as late as the 1690s.1 It soon 
became the epitome of Italian opera in the Venetian style. More than a hun-
dred years later, in 1783, Esteban Arteaga wrote in his book Le rivoluzioni 
del teatro musicale italiano that it was not only the perfect example of that 
style (which he despised) but also the very first opera completely in that 
style, and thus the cause for the decline of the genre as he saw it.2

To a purist such as Arteaga Giasone can indeed seem bizarre and 
ridiculous. Cicognini had to make many alterations vis-à-vis the classi-
cal sources to fit the subject to the conventions of Venetian opera, which 
– despite Arteaga’s assumptions – had by 1649 already become well es-
tablished. The first problem was the epic character of the story with its 
complex plot structure that necessitated a radical alteration of the narra-
tive structure in order to comply with the classical dramatic unities of ac-
tion, time and place. Another serious problem was the apparent or inherent 
tragic ending of the marriage between Jason and Medea, which within 
Venetian conventions would make it unfit for the stage.3 Finally, the sub-

1 See Claudio Sartori, I libretti italiani a stampa dalle origini al 1800. Catalogo 
analogico con 16 indici, Cuneo 1990; Hendrik Schulze, Cavalli, [Pier] France-
sco, in: Die Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Personenteil, ed. L. Finscher, 
vol. 4, Kassel 2000, 471–484. 

2 Cited in: Esteban Arteaga, Geschichte der italiänischen Oper. Aus dem Italiä-
nischen übersetzt und mit Anmerkungen begleitet von Johann Nicolaus Forkel, 
Leipzig 1789, reprint Hildesheim 1973, vol. 1, 324–325: “Der schon angeführte 
Cicognini trug gegen die Mitte des Jahrhunderts die damals in anderen drama-
tischen Poesien gewöhnlichen Fehler ins Melodrama über, vereinigte ernsthafte 
Begebenheiten und Personen mit lächerlichen, unterbrach prosaische Szenen 
mit poetischen Strophen, die man Arien nennt, mischte Prosa unter poetische 
Szenen, verwirrte alle Ordnung der Poesie, und verstümmelte das italiänische 
Melodrama auf eine erbärmliche Art. Nichts desto weniger wurde er zu seiner 
Zeit für den Wiederhersteller des Theaters gehalten; [...]” 

3 See Norbert Dubowy, Dramma per musica. A. 17. Jahrhundert, in: Die Musik 
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ject involved too many characters for an audience to keep track of, were 
they all to appear on stage – the Argonauts alone numbered almost fifty 
persons. 

During the 1640s librettists and composers had discovered that it was 
not a workable strategy to adapt epic subjects and models of narration for 
use in the genre of opera. As Monteverdi had discovered in his Ritorno 
d’Ulisse in patria of 1640, epic models for depicting main characters ham-
pered his goal of using the full variety of musical language he had at his 
disposal.4 For maximum variety, either the main characters had to be am-
bivalent or the librettist had to invent a great range of different characters.5 
The result was either a conflict with the strong allegorical content that 
was requisite in the epic,6 since the ambivalent protagonist could not rea-
sonably represent a single, comprehensible allegory, or a twisted, uneven 
plot with too many characters to remember.7 In either case, unity of action 
could not be achieved. 

The librettist Giovanni Faustini had in 1642 accordingly developed a 
model that based its unity of action on a nucleus of amorous relationships 
between four characters. This model proved to be very successful, and 
soon other librettists took it over.8

According to this model, the principal characters divide into two cou-
ples, who at the beginning of the plot are in some respect in disarray. The 
ensuing plot consists of various intrigues that rectify the situation. At the 
end order is restored. While much more appropriate for musical drama than 
the earlier epic models, this kind of plot structure favoured invented plots 
over stories taken from epic sources. Hence it is little surprise that librettists 
chose to use invented plots for the majority of their works. Leaving aside 

in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Sachteil, ed. L. Finscher, vol. 2, Kassel 1995, 
1452–1479: 1460; Ellen Rosand, Opera in Seventeenth-Century Venice. The 
Creation of a Genre, Berkeley 1991, 61–62. 

4 See Hendrik Schulze, Odysseus in Venedig. Sujetwahl und Rollenkonzeption in 
der venezianischen Oper des 17. Jahrhunderts, Frankfurt a. M. 2004, 97–147. 

5 See Hendrik Schulze, Odysseus in Venedig. Sujetwahl und Rollenkonzeption in 
der venezianischen Oper des 17. Jahrhunderts, Frankfurt a. M. 2004, 211–266. 

6 The way in which this is achieved in Giasone is described in Michele Curnis, 
“... Vantaggioso patto toccar con gl’occhi e rimirar col tatto”. Drammaturgia, 
poetica, retorica nel “Giasone” di G. A. Cicognini, Musica e storia 12, 2004, 
35–90: 55–57. 

7 Orazio Persiani’s and Francesco Cavalli’s Le nozze di Teti e di Peleo of 1639 is a 
perfect example of this phenomenon, since it has more than ten active protago-
nists, not counting at least sixteen secondary characters. 

8 See Ellen Rosand, Opera in Seventeenth-Century Venice. The Creation of a 
Genre, Berkeley 1991, 173. 
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Faustini’s own Il Titone (1645), Giasone is the first libretto with an epic sub-
ject that makes use of the kind of plot structure developed by Faustini.9 

By so doing, Cicognini also solved the other problems of the subject 
mentioned above. Four ambivalent primary protagonists are as many as 
an audience can follow – any more would lead to confusion. The other 
characters become ipso facto secondary characters and can be depicted 
without any loss of credibility as stereotypes rather than as ambivalent 
personalities. Placing the emphasis on the love intrigue automatically pro-
vides unity of action while making it possible to condense the story into 

9 It almost seems as if Cicognini experimented with adapting different kinds 
of subjects, since his other two opera librettos use, respectively, an invented 
plot (Orontea, 1649) and a historical one (Gli amori d’Alessandro magno e di 
Rossane, 1651). The fourth possibility, employing a literary subject, was not 
explored; however, Cicognini died while working on Gli amori d’Alessandro 
magno e di Rossane and may very well have planned to proceed down this 
avenue as well. 

Table 1.   Plot structure of some of Giovanni Faustini’s librettos (normal arrow = 
character is in love with; dotted arrow = character imagines himself/herself to be 
in love with; hollow arrowhead = real subject of attention; line at right angles to 
direction of arrow = love rejected).

La virtù de’ strali d’Amore (1642)

Disorder      Order

L’Egisto (1643)

Disorder      Order

Ormindo (1644)

Disorder      Order

La Calisto (1651)

Disorder      Order

Calisto   Giove 

Diana   Endimione

Calisto   Giove 

Diana   Endimione

Erisbe    Ormindo

Sicle    Amida

Clori    Egisto 

Climene   Lidio 

Erabena   Meonte 

Cleria    Pallante

Erisbe    Ormindo

Sicle    Amida

Erabena   Meonte 

Cleria    Pallante

Clori    Egisto 

Climene   Lidio 
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one day and one location. Of course, the result is a severe pruning of the 
original myth: most of the parts of the story concerning Jason’s origins 
and his fate after he obtained the Golden Fleece have disappeared;10 but 
what is left can be told in a fashion that adheres to the rules of drama.

Let us note that in adapting the story for an opera Cicognini chose 
wisely in making Jason (the Giasone of the opera) his protagonist. Jason is 
a hero who is sufficiently ambiguous to be represented in a great variety of 
musical settings. In fact, his reputation in the classical sources is already a 
very mixed one; and in the seventeenth-century sources this image is even 
more strongly emphasized in that regard.11 Less than ten years earlier the 
librettist Giacomo Badoaro had likened Jason to Ulysses, whom one might 
call the epitome of all ambivalent characters in opera.12 

But for his plot Cicognini needed more than just a single protagonist: 
he needed two couples. Because of her prominence and her flamboyant 
character Medea is an obvious choice in any opera for a main female part. 
But, apart from her, there are two other women in the story of Jason who 
are possible candidates: Ipsipile (Isifile in the opera), with whom he had 
two children prior to coming to Colchis, and Creusa, whom he later tried 
to marry in Corinth. Of the two, Ipsipile is clearly the better choice since 
Creusa is too closely linked with the tragedy that ensues when Medea 
kills both her and her father, as well as the children whom she has borne 
to Jason. In contrast, Ipsipile’s fate remains unresolved in the myth and 
would therefore be readily available for any kind of ending that the libret-
tist might choose without creating too much of a credibility problem. In 
the story of Medea, on the other hand, there is besides Jason just one other 
possible male candidate for a main role: her second husband Aigeus, King 
of Athens (Egeo in the opera). Cicognini’s choice for the quartet of main 
characters is therefore both a very natural one and one deeply rooted in the 
depiction of character in the ancient sources themselves. 

To find the right pairing of the four, Cicognini chose the moral path: 
since Giasone and Isifile have already had children prior to Giasone’s ar-
rival at Colchis, they are to be a couple at the end, for Isifile has to be 
made an honest woman. That in turn leaves Medea for Egeo – which is 
perhaps a bit surprising but is in fact the only way to bring Aigeus into 
the story at all without being overly anachronistic – after all, no audience 

10 See Michele Curnis, “... Vantaggioso patto toccar con gl’occhi e rimirar col tat-
to”. Drammaturgia, poetica, retorica nel “Giasone” di G. A. Cicognini, Musica 
e storia 12, 2004, 35–90: 40–42. 

11 See Hendrik Schulze, Odysseus in Venedig. Sujetwahl und Rollenkonzeption in 
der venezianischen Oper des 17. Jahrhunderts, Frankfurt a. M. 2004, 132–133; 
322. 

12 Giacomo Badoaro, Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria, ms. Venice 1640, I.10 (number-
ing according to the score). 
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educated in the classics would find credibility in a connection between 
Ipsipile and Aigeus; and given that Cicognini had to omit the tragedy that 
occurred at Corinth, Medea’s marriage to Aigeus is not that far removed 
chronologically from the events at Colchis. After all, if the bloodshed at 
Corinth had not taken place, any of the events leading towards it, such as 
the flight of Jason and Medea from Colchis, could be excluded from the 
story as well.13 

The main plot concerns the love between Giasone and Medea. Isifile 
has travelled after Giasone to learn why he has left her, and tries to win 
him back. Egeo is meanwhile depicted as a very weak character who pines 
away because of his unrequited love for Medea. In the end a conspiracy 
between Giasone and Medea to murder Isifile fails dismally, Medea her-
self being taken for the intended victim by the hired hand and thrown off a 
cliff into the sea. However, she is rescued by Egeo and promises to marry 
him out of gratitude. Even though Isifile has learnt about the conspiracy to 
murder her, she declares that she remains in love with Giasone. She tells 
him that she would much rather die at his hands than have to live without 
him, which in turn makes him rediscover his lost love for her, so that all 
ends happily. 

As Table 2 shows, even at the stage of disorder the plot structure 
of Giasone is very symmetrical and even in a sense orderly; this is only 
very rarely the case with Faustini’s plot structures (Table 1). By arrang-
ing the relationships of the main characters in so symmetrical a fashion, 
Cicognini facilitates the audience’s understanding of the plot itself, a fea-
ture of this particular libretto that may account at least partly for its great 
popularity during the seventeenth century. 

In order to adhere to the rule of unity of action, and to make things 
not too confusing for the audience, the secondary characters had somehow 

13 The subject of Medea killing her children and Creusa is essentially a tragic one, 
and has always been treated in this way. Therefore the tragic ending was seen 
as an inevitable and inescapable result of all the events that determine the fate 
of the characters involved. If the tragic ending is removed, all events prior to it 
become equally disposable and can be treated in whatever way the new concept 
of the author demands.

Giasone (1649)

Before the plot    Disorder    Order

Isifile   Giasone

Medea

Isifile   Giasone

Medea   Egeo   Egeo

Isifile   Giasone

Medea   Egeo

Table 2.   Plot structure of Giacinto Andrea Cicognini, Giasone, Venice 1649.
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to be related to the scheme devised by Faustini. In Venetian opera that aim 
was usually accomplished by making them servants or vassals to one of 
the four main characters, and this is just what Cicognini did. Among the 
Argonauts he chose Hercules, or Ercole, as a representative. To convey ef-
fectively the image of a great variety of followers accompanying Giasone 
it sufficed to add just one other character who was the very opposite of 
Ercole. Since Ercole is depicted as a strong supporter of traditional moral 
values,14 the complementary character had to be somewhat unconven-
tional. The original myth obviously did not provide such a character, and 
Cicognini therefore took him instead from the world of the Commedia 
dell’arte. His Besso is the Capitano from that genre. He has the qualities of 
being boastful and flashy yet behaving in a cowardly fashion. Above all, 
he falls easy victim to feminine charms. 

Cicognini had to provide the other protagonists with secondary char-
acters as well in order to advance the intrigues that make up the plot. 
Medea got the obligatory nurse and a female gardener; Egeo a servant 
who stutters; and Isifile a so-called “confidente” and a lady-in-waiting. 
All these secondary characters are invented – but in a way that would 
make sense even in the mythical context. Isifile’s lady-in-waiting, Alinda, 
is a good example. Like Besso, she seems to be drawn from the Commedia 
dell’arte, having the characteristics of a Columbina. In a key scene (II.12) 
Cicognini shows her strolling into the military camp of Giasone and meet-
ing Captain Besso there. The two have the typical cross-talk of the Com-
media: she flirts with him, only to crush his hopes of an easy “conquest” 
by making fun of his efforts. In the end they sing a duet drawing the cus-
tomary parallels between Love and War.15 

14 Other characters, most notably Medea, do not find Ercole’s moral superiority 
convincing, but this is somehow without consequences for the way in which 
Cicognini depicts him; rather, it serves as a source of additional comedy (see 
Hendrik Schulze, Odysseus in Venedig. Sujetwahl und Rollenkonzeption in der 
venezianischen Oper des 17. Jahrhunderts, Frankfurt a. M. 2004, 263–265).

15 The text of the duet literally states, “Make love, not war” (“Non più guerra”), 
but Cavalli’s music, with its host of military allusions, betrays the real mean-
ing, which Alinda clearly understands (even if Besso does not): Love is just 
another face of War; both are of the same nature. This idea, which goes back 
to Ovid’s Ars amatoria, was very common in the seventeenth century, as one 
sees, for instance, in Monteverdi’s famous Eighth Book of Madrigals, “Madri-
gali guerrieri, et amorosi”, or in the popular emblem books of the time: mili-
tat omnis amans (see Arthur Henkel/Albrecht Schöne, Emblemata. Handbuch 
zur Sinnbildkunst des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts, Stuttgart 1996, 1762–1763). As 
Michele Curnis points out, both the text of the duet and Cavalli’s music make 
partial reference to Guarini’s madrigal “Non più guerra, pietate”, which was set 
by Monteverdi in his Fourth Book of Madrigals (see Michele Curnis, “... Van-
taggioso patto toccar con gl’occhi e rimirar col tatto”. Drammaturgia, poetica, 
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But what looks like a very stereotypical comical scene in fact is also 
a statement about Alinda’s character and ultimately about that of her mis-
tress as well. After all, Isifile is an Amazon queen, and her lady-in-wait-
ing is likely to be an Amazon as well. By demonstrating to the audience 
the ease with which Alinda handles fierce warriors like Captain Besso in 
a combat-like situation, even if it is apparently only an amorous one, the 
audience is reminded of her original status. By way of contrast, this scene 
serves to highlight Isifile’s plight, for her love to Giasone and his subse-
quent infidelity have reduced her to a passive state. In fact, in the scene 
that immediately follows that of Besso and Alinda, Isifile is forced to beg 
Giasone to have mercy on her, only to suffer mockery from both him and 
Medea and to be taken for a mad woman. That would in itself be a humili-
ation for anyone; but Isifile is an Amazon queen, and by the standards of 
her character-type is even less accustomed to be treated in such a fashion. 
Thus Cicognini’s depiction of Alinda as an Amazon actually shows up Isi-
file’s ambivalence, revealing her original status as queen of the Amazons 
and her self-assured and elevated normal behaviour while contrasting this 
with her current state, to which she has been reduced by her capitulation 
to the sheer force of Cupid’s darts. 

Another way of simultaneously integrating secondary characters into 
the plot and using myth in an intelligent fashion can be observed in the 
first scene of the opera. This serves as an exposition for the entire plot 
to follow – a function that always poses a challenge to the librettist. The 
classical solution was either to have the principal character narrate all the 
important information in some fashion to other characters on stage or to 
be even more obvious and have him narrate it directly to the audience 
in a solo scene. Of course, all this can become very tedious and un-dra-
matic.16 

Cicognini therefore chose an unconventional approach. He moves 

retorica nel “Giasone” di G. A. Cicognini, Musica e storia 12, 2004, 35–90: 
74–75). However, Guarini’s text is much more specific in drawing the parallels 
between Love and War; Monteverdi’s music can therefore be much subtler in 
underlining its meaning. Hence this composer uses broken triads and drum-like 
rhythms for melodic material as if they were mere madrigalisms and underlines 
this effect by his choice of mode: D in cantus mollis – which means that in place 
of the major triad associated with the trumpet that he appears to be imitating 
we find a minor triad. Cavalli, in contrast, has to be much more explicit in his 
means of depiction since Cicognini’s text is less obvious in this regard. There-
fore he chooses the mode of C in cantus durus, repeats the fanfare-like motif 
throughout and uses diminutions typical of the contemporary trumpet style. 

16 The main difficulty lies in the problem of dealing with the audience’s expecta-
tions with respect to genre. In a drama one expects the action to be carried 
forward by dialogue and action on stage. A long narration by a single character 
runs the risk of becoming too epic in nature, not to speak of the even greater 
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directly into the narration with a conversation between Ercole and Besso 
(I.1); the auditors have to discover for themselves what exactly the situation 
is about. In fact, the problem Ercole and Besso are discussing is that Gia-
sone does not want to get up in the morning. Eventually, it emerges that the 
reason for this is that he spends the nights with an unknown but beautiful 
woman, which leaves him tired and neglectful of his responsibilities. As 
is only to be expected, Ercole is highly critical of this behaviour and sup-
ports his judgement with many mythological similes. Besso argues that 
since it seems to be Giasone’s fate to be a lover, there is nothing that any-
one can do about it. An argument about fate and reason develops, in which 
Cicognini at certain points ingeniously introduces descriptions of both Gi-
asone’s appearance and his character. The climax is the famous line where 
Ercole accuses Besso of being effeminate – which according to Besso is 
nothing unnatural, since he was born to a woman: Ercole says, “Sei troppo 
effeminato”, to which Besso replies, “Di femmina son nato”.17 

er[cole]: Il saggio può dominar le Stelle: 
be[sso]: Si, se la stella del saper gl’assiste: 
er.: L’uso della ragion comune è a tutti: 
be.: Ciascun d’operar con la ragion presume: 
er.: Chi segue il senso alla ragion diè bando: 
be.: Il senso è la ragion di chi lo segue: 
er.: Fù sempre il senso alla ragion nemico: 
be.: Ma però vince chi di lor prevale: 
er.: Arbitro in questa pugna è’l voler nostro 
be.: Giason è bello, hà senza pella guancia; 
E bizzarro, e robusto, 
Di donar non si stanca; 
Onde per possederlo 
Ogni Dama le porte, apre, e spalanca: 

danger of boring the audience, which at the beginning of the drama may not 
understand the meaning of all the expository material. 

17 In a typical seventeenth-century discussion the fact that “effemminato” and 
“femmina ... nato” use the same letters and may therefore be read as analogues 
of each other would be used to support an argument that Besso’s opinion on this 
matter was actually the more credible (see Gary Tomlinson, Music in Renais-
sance Magic. Toward a Historiography of Others, Chicago 1993). Similarly 
structured arguments can be found in the proceedings of contemporary acade-
mies such as the Venetian Accademia degli Incogniti (Girolamo Brusoni, Tra-
scorsi accademici, Venice 1656; Vettor Contarini, Primitie accademiche, Veni-
ce 1644; Gian Francesco Loredano, Discorsi academici de’ Signori Incogniti, 
Venice 1635; Gian Francesco Loredano, Scherzi geniali, Venice 1643. See also 
Benedetto Fioretti, Proginnasmi poetici, Florence 1620–1639, printed Florence 
1695–1697; Emanuele Tesauro, Il cannocchiale Aristotelico, Turin 1670, reprint 
ed. A. Buck, Bad Homburg v. d. H. – Berlin – Zürich 1968.) 
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Bellezza, gioventù, oro, occasione? 
Come può contro tanti 
Fortissimi Guerrieri 
Contrastar il voler, ò la ragione? 
Nò, nò, nò, 
Non à fè, 
Resister non si può, 
Credilo à mè.
er.: Sei troppo effeminato. 
be.: Di femmina son nato. 
er.: Tù pur femmina sei. 
be.: Rispondete per me, ò membri miei. Si parte. 
er.: Oh come ben seconda, 
L’adulator del suo signor gl’errori. 
Mà sù la porta dell’albergo indegno 
Pur riveder si lascia 
Il notturno Guerriero, 
Carco di gioia, e di cervel leggiero. (I.1) 

Example   Giacinto Andrea Cicognini, Giasone, Venice 1649, I.1.

This dialogue is highly comical, but it also sets the tone for the fol-
lowing story in that it is rooted in a world of mythology. Ercole very ef-
ficiently employs his mythological similes in an “academic” disputation 
about free will and fate, but Besso seems to find an answer to each of Er-
cole’s arguments simply by taking Ercole’s words and twisting them: the 
exchange “Sei troppo effeminato – Di femmina son nato” is just one ex-
ample of this technique. By doing this, Besso treats Ercole’s arguments in 
the same fashion as Cicognini treats the whole myth: taking up elements 
and rearranging them so that they are clearly recognizable but at the same 
time giving them a totally new – yet, according to seventeenth-century 
standards, equally credible – meaning.18 

This exposition achieves a number of tasks simultaneously. It sets the 
tone for the drama as a whole while it manages to describe the overall situ-
ation and one of the principal characters – Giasone – in a very unobtrusive 
way. At the same time, it introduces the two secondary characters of Er-
cole and Besso as well as a basic moral argument about love and duty that 
remains significant throughout the opera. Finally, but probably equally 
importantly, the scene establishes the basis for the unity of time by being 
set early in the morning, which identifies the day as the basic time-frame 

18 In fact, the credibility of the new story owes much to the seventeenth-century 
concept of verosimiglianza (whose literal meaning is ‘truth-likeness’). The 
process described above through which Cicognini arrived at his newer version 
of the plot is a typical one in this respect. 
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for the action, which starts in the following scene when Giasone finally 
gets up.19 

The confinement of the action to a love intrigue taking place within 
one day leaves little room for the main action of the original myth. Hence 
the conquest of the Golden Fleece is not shown on stage; instead, there are 
a few scenes connected with it: one in which Medea conjures up the spirits 
to help Giasone (I.15), three short ones that show Giasone setting out to 
perform the task (II.3–5), and one depicting his return (II.6). Since these 
comprise the final scene of the first act and scenes 3–6 of the second (sep-
arating them is a sequence of scenes concerned with Isifile’s plight), they 
cannot in any way be regarded as central to the structure of the drama. 
For the plot, the mythological basis is nothing more than a backdrop that 
provides the audience with a pleasant entr’acte ballet and some nail-biting 
in between. 

Because of Giasone’s status as the most popular opera in the sev-
enteenth century, Cicognini’s treatment of the subject matter became an 
example that many librettists would follow. But it also seems to have laid 
down the way in which the story of Jason, Medea and the Argonauts was 
viewed, at least in Venice. Just as Cicognini plays with the audience’s 
knowledge of the original myth, an opera such as Aurelio Aureli’s Medea 
in Atene of 1675 plays with the audience’s knowledge of Giasone. 

For his libretto Aureli took an episode he found in Hyginus concern-
ing Medea’s efforts to make her own son Medos (Medo) the crown prince 
of Athens in place of Aigeus’ firstborn, Theseus (Teseo). Interwoven is a 
love-story between Teseus and the Amazon Hippolyte, which Aureli claims 
to have invented but has, in fact, a mythological basis. Unlike Cicognini, 
Aureli makes the audience aware of all the events that occur in Colchis 
and Corinth in the original myth; indeed, he needs these elements in order 
to characterize Medea as extremely jealous and prone to violence. But he 
also introduces an amazing number of similarities to Giasone, which are 
obviously designed to remind the audience of the older opera. One of the 
couples featured in the plot is the same as in Giasone: Medea and Egeo. 
The other includes Teseo, who, like Jason, is a distinguished friend of Her-
cules and has the similar reputation of a womanizer; his partner is Ippol-
ita, an Amazon like the character of Isifile in Giasone.20 There is a scene 

19 Cicognini enhances this effect still more by making Sole, an allegory for the 
Sun, a character in the opera’s prologue (on the allegorical qualities of Sole, see 
Michele Curnis, “... Vantaggioso patto toccar con gl’occhi e rimirar col tatto”. 
Drammaturgia, poetica, retorica nel “Giasone” di G. A. Cicognini, Musica e 
storia 12, 2004, 35–90: 48–55). 

20 Hippolyte is one of several women linked to Theseus in the myth. The fact that 
Aureli chose her over such distinguished rivals as Ariadne, Perigune or Phaedra 
even though Theseus’s connection with her occurred much later than the events 
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in which Medea conjures the spirits to help her, and even a conspiracy to 
murder. Egeo is the same weak, passive character as in Giasone, which is 
not his image in Hyginus: Aureli took it directly from Cicognini. 

The great number of extant librettos suggests that throughout his long 
career Aurelio Aureli was highly successful at providing what the audi-
ence demanded; the librettos themselves reveal that his particular strength 
lay in character depiction and plot invention. The similarities in that re-
gard between Giasone and Medea in Atene cannot therefore be mere coin-
cidence. Aureli obviously sensed that the audience demanded a presenta-
tion of the myth according to the images that Cicognini had introduced. In 
the process of its reception Giasone became, so to speak, part of the very 
myth on which it was based. 

at Athens affords further proof that he was imitating the template popularized 
by Cicognini’s distinguished example. Aureli himself drew on Theseus’s nu-
merous affairs when he wrote the libretto of Teseo tra le rivali (Venice 1685), 
which features four women, each of whom is trying to convince Teseo to deliver 
on his promise to marry her (in the preface Aureli states that he initially thought 
of making their number five – but the impresario found it difficult to obtain the 
services of so many sopranos). 
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Dramaturgija, predstavitev značajev in mitološka osnova za opero 
Jazon Giacinta Andree Cicogninija in Francesca Cavallija

POVZETEK

Mit o Jazonu oziroma argonavtih se zdi iz različnih razlogov manj ustre-
zna tema za uglasbitev opere. Zgodbo je težko uskladiti z Aristotelovo 
klasično opredelitvijo dramskih elementov, v mitu nastopa tudi veliko več 
oseb, kot bi se jih sploh dalo okarakterizirati in jim slediti na odru. V na-
sprotju z uglasbitvijo te tematike leta 1649 (leto prve uprizoritve opere z 
naslovom Jazon italijanskega skladatelja Francesca Cavallija (1602–1676)) 
pa je tudi dejstvo, da so bile v omenjenem času mitološke vsebine v oper-
ni umetnosti že povsem iz mode v primerjavi z operami, osnovanimi na 
zgodovinskih dejstvih, z izmišljenim dogajanjem. Kljub temu pa je Jazon 
postal ena najuspešnejših oper svojega časa v Italiji; uprizarjali so jo vso 
drugo polovico 17. stoletja po vsem Apeninskem polotoku. 

Kako je torej libretist Cicognini dosegel tak uspeh z na videz tako 
omejenim gradivom? Vsebino je seveda moral prilagoditi zahtevam oper-
ne zvrsti, poleg tega pa je moral paziti tudi na to, da je bila zgodba v očeh 
tedanjih poslušalcev »verosimile« (torej možna). Čeprav so bile zaradi 
tega potrebne spremembe v sami zgodbi in orisu značajev določenih na-
stopajočih likov, je Cicognini s premišljeno uporabo opernih stereotipov 
17. stoletja od izvirnega mita uspel ohraniti presenetljivo veliko. Osebe, 
kot so Jazon (Giasone), Herkul (Ercole) ali Medeja (Medea), ustrezajo do-
ločenim ustaljenim značilnostim, ki so nato še poudarjene z nekaterimi 
znanimi mitološkimi potezami teh junakov. Cicognini jih je prevedel v 
vzorce obnašanja, jezika ali odnosov med osebami.

V toku sprejemanja tega opernega dela je Jazon celo postal del mita, 
na katerem je bil osnovan. Uspeh, ki ga je žel med občinstvom po vsej 
Italiji, je pripomogel k nastanku lastne tradicije tega dela. Nazoren primer 
tega pojava je libreto Aurelia Aurelija Medea in Atene (Medeja v Atenah, 
1675, z glasbo Antonia Gianettinija). Aureli je prevzel nekatere like Ja-
zona in jih vpel v vsebino izmišljenega dogajanja, v katero so vključeni 
nekateri že znani prizori zgodnejše opere, pa tudi novi, kot je čarovniški 
prizor. Tako Medeja v Atenah kot Jazon sta odlična primera, kako je lahko 
stari mit postal glavni predmet neke nove zvrsti, v tem primeru opere, v 
Italiji imenovane »dramma per musica« (drama za glasbo).


